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We discuss transverse polarization distribution and fragmentation functions, in particu-

lar, ‘T-odd functions w]th transverse momentum dependence, which might be relevant for the

description of single transverse spin asymmetries. The role of intrinsic tranverse momentum
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asymmetry in the process e ~ + e’ r + x as recently reported by the HERMES Collaboratim

is investigated, in particular, by using the bag model.
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Transverse polarization distribution and fragmentation functions parametrize
transverse spin effects in hard scattering processes. Although in general little is
known experimentally on most of these functions, some transverse spin experiments
have been performed. i?or instance, large single transverse spin asymmetries have
been observed 1) in the process pp~ + TX. Therefore, the q[lestion arises which
transverse polarization distribution and/or fragmentation functions are rele~ant for
their description. This might include so-called T-odd fragnlentation functions, which
~p~ (q(=lct,ed ~c! arise dlJe to fi.!la] ~t,~~~ i!lt~~actio!]~. ‘r]le Hlaj!l C!bservatio!l i:: t]lat

the description of t]lis specific process in terms of transverse spin functions It’ill
I-.. .1 4- --,.. -.. - . . . . .. ..- .. .....1 -:..,..1- ,--:.. -- . . . .. -. -4...-... . . ..1.-..,. . . . . . +,. 1.,.,. :.. +,. .. -,.-....4 41. -
Iedu IJu pu!vcl bupplvmt’u ,>lllglc bplll Ctb.yllllllvbl le.>, UIIIC.>L> uhf.’ L <lilt-,,> 111 LtJ cLLL. wI1lll 1 llc

intrinsic transverse l~lonlentum of tile partons, see e.g. Ref. 2). \t-c It’ill diSCUSS ho~v

the transverse monlentum depencience of’ asymmetries can contain in forlnation (in
terms of distribution and fragInentation functions) at Ieadillg order, that would be

po~ver suppressed if integrated over the transverse tllolnent ulli.
Especially the ‘Fodd functions with transverse momentum dependence might

be relevant for the description of single transverse spin asylllllletries, since these
functions link the transverse Inoment,um and transverse s!~it] [of either quarks or
hadrons) lvit II a ~pecific Ila[ide(lnoss. The di[fercllt fll]l(tio]l~ Ivill lead to dif-erent
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asymmetries in hadron-hadron collisions require an explanation

that involves quarks and gluons. A large scale allows for a factorization of such
processes into parts describing the soft physics convoluted with a hard subprocess

cross section. We will first focus on the Drell-Yan (DY) process, i.e. lepton pair
production. In lowest order –the parton model approximation– this process consists

of two soft parts, the correlation functions called @ and ~. In Fig. 1 the leading

order diagram is depicted 4,. One can decompose the quark momenta p and k into
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Fig. 1. The leading order contribution to the Fig. 2. A contribution to the process ppt +
Drell-Yan process. 7r.Y.

parts that are along the direction of the parent hadron, the so-called lightcone mo-
nlelltum fractions, and deviations from that direction. In case one integrates over
the transverse momentum of the Iepton pair one only has to consider the correlation

functions as functions of the lightcone momentum fractions, for instance O(J). Its
most general parametrization, that is in accordance with the required symmetries
(hc+rmiticity, parity, time reversal), is given by:

@(l”) = : [.fl(.z)r +vl($)~%r +~~1(~)75&’F] ~ (2.1)

Other colnrnon notation is q for .fL, dq for U1 and 15qor .ATq for hl.
:\t tllc parton model level one fiIlcls tile \Yell-kno~\’n double transverse spill asyn-

) h, (,zl) ~1 (.z2), which is one possibility,,, ctrl. -l), .~Trr (x \sl T\ ls2~l Cos(o$l+ $Db
to obtain information on the trallsversity distribution function hl, for instance at
R 1-1IC. .At this order there are no single transverse spin asymmetries. However. these
llli~llt arise from corrections to this Iolvest order diagram: the perturbati~’e and/or
1l]e Iligller tlvist corrections. mlc~forlller tvill typically yield 5) single transverse spin
a5,VIIIIIIel rim of 1he order n,5//7,,/JZ \vllicll are cxpwled to be small. The Ilighel tlvisl
(t)rro(t ioILs require Ixlramet rizing tllc rorrt’lat iOII function @(r) to include c(~ntribw
li,llls I)rol)ortional 10 t II(I ]Ia{lrollit scal( (s:1}’tllr Iiacll’(jll Illass).

O(r) = 1;(]. (!1) + ; [( (2)1 +- f/’l’(./’)-,;$I + /)/,(./’):-);[$+. i-l] ~ (“22)

‘l”l If (Ii>l ril)llt ion f’ull(lit)]ls I . fjl. III, itr( w~-t;~llf(] livisl-:j fllnctif)lls: t Iles[, \vill SIIOIYup

ill 1II( LI()-+ sm’tioll SIl[~[)rwscKl I)} .\ I/Q. \vlI(’1(’Q is a lIar(l scale. .-!t lP~([iIlg order ill
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as, i.e. (a~)”, but at the order I/Q, one finds 6)’7, no single or double transverse spin
asvmmet, ries in the DY cross se~t,i~n. The fl]nf.t,ions o~ a,nd h,~ will Only*) a.,nr)ea,r 6)

-d ------------ .7. =, ..-

in the asymmetry ALT.
T1.,..ncn.n:- -.,-la.+- .....A.......... ,.:-”.1-+“..-”..,.”--“-:- ..”..—-,.+....:-&k,.1 llGICIULC, 111 u1ut71 bU ~lUUULC ~ !c116c WM&l IS l, LcM1b V~LbC b~lll @y 111111 CIJLY 111 (,11 C

DY process (no experimental data exists however), one needs some conceptually non-

trivial mechanism, iike soft giuon poles, since regular perturbative and higher twist

cclntributions appear to be either small or absent. For the case of pion production

in ppT scattering there exist a more conventional explanation of the large observed

single spin asymmetries. It involves a T-odd fragmentation function. Such functions
are expected to be present even if time reversal invariance is applied, because of the
final state int.era.ct,inns het,w~~n t,h~ nllt,voina haAron ZLn~ ~,h~ 0~,11~~ fTa,grn.~n~,S. Fo~–.=-... O .. —–. -..

the description of a quark fragmenting into a pion plus anything, one needs the frag-
--.. +-+;-., ,.,...mnln+:m.m C,.-O+;A., 8] A(-, \
11LC111JC3JI,1UL1 GV1l CICLIJIV1l luLILIJlull

..r L:n L n-- . . .. ---. ,+..:--- :s r.o-_mAns,.r. ..,:+L
~(~) , wlll~ll U1lC pcmalllc:bllo=a 111 CV.,L”LUICI,’LLC; ““, !,1,

the required symmetries (including time reversal)

The twist-3 fragmentation functions D~, EL, H are T-odd. The T-odd fragmentation
function H- can be responsible for the singie spin asymmetries, e.g. via a diagram
as depicted in Fig. 2. This yields power suppressed asymmetries, which cm be

investigated experimentally by changing the energy scale over a wide range (again

RHIC can provide this information). The question we like to address here is: how
to obtain a single spin asymmetry that is not suppressed by powers of the hard
scale’? A possible solution is to include intrillsic transverse momentum 4)! i.e. replace
@($) ~ @(z, P~) and A(z) ~ A(s, k*). For the T-even distribution functions in DY

~)1~) Illlt T-rid A fllnrtinn. with~]j~s rq!~ce~ll(=i~( ]ead~ t,() d@~/& ~p~~ qr~.m~~~~~s . _-$ ~ ___ . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . .

transverse momentllm dependence can lead to single spin asymmetries at 1(ading
.....1r.- .r~l.- + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-..+..._ J n _,. ..+-..+ .I:._4..: k..+:-- f- . . ..-
(JI([C! . 1 llE bldll,h VC1.>~ 111 U1ll CIILU1ll U~}J~llU~llL U1>L1l I,JLILIU II 1 U1l ULIU1lb d,ll S UtS1lll CU a,~

4 :--- --- J,. c-.-. l

ull~ere jl -= ~1(.u, pr), etc. and we use the shorthand Ilot,alien

(:?4)
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F[g. 3. The chiral-even, T-odd function D~~ signals different probabilities for q + A(kT, +ST) +X.

instance in pp + A~X (also measurable at RHIC). The chiral-
, also called the “Collins effect>> function, might be relevant for

A production 1°), for
odd function ‘l] Hi, —

12)” AT w hl (xl)@jl (z2)@H~(z, kT). Like the transverseppt -+ T X asymmetry via .

Fig. 4. The Collins effect function H+ signals different probabilities for q( *ST) ~ T( k r ) + .Y.

momentum of the lepton pair in the DY process, the transverse momentum of the
pion now originates from the intrinsic transverse momentum of the initial partons
in addition to transverse momentum generated perturbatively by radiating off some
additional parton(s) in the final state (hence the transverse momentum of the pion

need not be small).
There is an experimental indication 13) from analyzing a particular angu ar de-

+e–+zo+zn .x”,14J In the unpolarized process ependence (a cos 24 clependence )
where the pions belong to opposite jets, that the Collins effect is in fact a few percent

of the magnitude of the ordinary unpolarized fragmentation function. ~;omparison
to the magnitude at lower energies of course requires evolution.

The two T-odd fragmentation functions satisfy the following sunl rules ]‘) “j:

where F(l)(z) = Z2 ,Jd2kT k~/(2M2) F(z, kT).

The function 11~~ can also be puobed in charged current exchange processes,
since it is chiral-even, as opposed to the chiral-odd functions like hl, H:.

So far we have not commelited OHtile Pact that the ‘Mxld fragnlentatioll f( ctiulls
appearing in the paran}etrization of J(s) will lead to power suppressed contributions.
whereas tlie two ‘!i-od(l fulict io~is of A(u, kT) can contribute aL Ieadiug ordf’r ill t hC

e:{pansion in inverse polvers of tll{’ Ilar(l scale. This is the subject of the Ilex( stcii(}ll.

$3. Transverse momrentum at leading “twist”
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mass term in front of the function gf in @(z) Eq. (2.2) can therefore only leacl to a
+nr.m nKln ;= +hn ,..-=O .A,-+; nnUC1 111 1.1 f q 111 IJILC LLWDO OGLti LW1l.

In the case of a less inclusive experiment, for instance e p -+ e’ mX, one can

aiso observe the transverse momentum Pml of the pion. This semi-inciusive cross

section will depend on three dimensionful quantities: M, lPrl [ and Q. The function

g~ will again lead to a contribution N M/Q, since it is not sensitive to the transverse

mc)mentum of the pion; it will not average to zero if one averages over Pnl. On the

other hand, one might be sensitive to functions that will disappear upon averaging.
For t,hese flunctinns the appropriate scales are .M and .Pnl. Terms proportional

to M/l PTl[ will appear without expanding in M/[ Pml[. We will see an explicit
1-------- - L,.l-.. r

C.\<llllplc UCIVW .

In order to arrive at a single transverse spin asymmetry that is not suppressed

by inverse powers of the hard scaie, one can consider cross sections ciifferentiai in

the transverse momentum of the pion. In that case one is sensitive to the transverse
mc)mentum of the quarks directly and in case this concerns intrinsic transverse mo-

mentum of the quarks inside a hadron, the effects need not be suppressed by l/Q.
The point is that if the transverse momentum of the pion is (solely) produced by
perturbative QCD corrections, each factor of transverse Inomentum has to be ac-
companied by the inverse of the scale in the elementary hard scattering subprocess:
~/Q. But in ~a~e of int~i~~i~ tra,!~~ver-e m~ment~m. Of the qluarks (or mlllnr)s) tl!e\-. ~.– –....,

relevant scale is not Q, but the hadronic scale M. In other words, one is not allow-cd
tO illake ail eXpi%ri SiGii Of @(Z, ~~) iii +n..---- fn . +1 .,...- --,,1/4 I.n tn.-,%e -f

LC1lll> d ~Tf L#, ~i~l~~ hll CIC UUulu UC ~~LJIJ~ U1

order pT/M, which are not snlall in general.

in processes witil two (or more) soft parts, iiiie semi-i nciusive ieptoproduction,
the intrinsic transverse momentum of one soft part is linked to that of the other soft
part resulting in effects, e.g. azimuthal asymmetries, not suppressed by I/Q. ‘.rhese
effects will show up at relatively low (including nonperturbative) values of IPT1 1. By

radiating off hard partons the fragnlcnt, ing quark and hence the pion might achieve
a nigher transverse momentum. Of course, if this produces a very high tral~sverse
mc)mentum (N Q), then this will lead to suppression. But the point is: in cas? one
~b$~erVe~tile tra!~~Ver~e rn.orn.e!~tl.!nlof t,ile ninn OIIP Can nrolw @(T. ‘7)-F) ar!(l J(C k~).,. .-.., . ..- I.-– -- —,. -r~,

wilhout suppression by I/Q.
T -+ ..” :-. ,-” +:-,.4- 41. - - . . . . . . ...1.. 1(5) -r 7,7
Deb Ua lllvcbl,l~dbc Lilts L-.\(1111l)1L.

,. A,. c.:clfl!. . . . . . . . .. ,., ,,. +;n,. e
U1 C [) ~ ~ ~ 1~1- ~~ld Ltl LL.31L1 \-L L 1LJ,7L7 .3V L L1.JIL.~

integrated, but weighted with a function of the transverse momentum of the pion:

~vhere 11” ~= M“(IPTLI, 0;, @~). f>,. ailfl f>,, are the polarizatio]ls of the electrf)ll iill(l

proton Ivith respect to 1Ilc Irirt Ilat ~Jll(Jtoll. \Yu I]se (’) for llllp Olill’i2!(’(1. L Iijl’ l(lll:il 11-

dinall) polarizd (,\ # ()) illl(l ’7’ for t ratls\’(’rs(’l\” [)oliil’i ZCd (IS I I # 0) part icl(’+.
1.’-,. ,.:..,, ,.,.-,ll,,. +;..>, ,.}\I\. ...-!...,>,,.;..)). .,.; i 1, +l,.} f’,..,.. <>,,f,, f .Ii; r,!,
L u, p, .,,, ,,1 .,.,,,. ,,, ,,, .,, ,,., c ... ,, .,.,,,!,,,,, ,, ,,, , , ,,,

fill) ..t; r,t, c /). lf~ 1.’L1(L,+,,,!L, LCLtlt J,ll!JLL. LL./11,11.,.!!, .1.

all(l H contribute to tll[’ or(l(’r Ire (ollsicl(,r. ‘1’lIc’ ilh}’Ill IllPtl’iW illIolIing a fra:]tlrtlt:k
lion flll~ctioll /’11CaII aiso i~(~oiji;litlfvl ijv i(~oiiill: ;It iii(’ ilS\’1lllll[’i l’)” ill ,j(’i [)[(l[il]l Iio[l.

TIIC jet is ,just a 111(’ails of olwcrii[i: :1 t r;IIIs\(rse llI(Jlllelltlltll. For hilt]])li(il,v lvI’ \!’ill
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now restrict to jet production (i.e., keeping only D1 (.z) = 6(1 – z)) and consider pion

production in the next section,

For the case of P.PP = LT we find the following power suppressed azimuthal
spin asymmetry

(3.2)

On the other hand, if one weights with powers of the observed transverse momentum

(hence (l.Prl 1) isl~~cale in the problem) one obtains for instance the following leading
order expression

The function g}~”(x) = ~ d2p~p~/(~~2) g~*(~, p~) appears in the quantity

Clearly the factor M has to be compensated in the cross section and as is seen from
Eq. (3.3) the relevant scale is 1/(1 Pml [). Nevertheless, from the QCD e.o.m. it i:sclear
that @~(x) is related to a quark-gluon-quarli matrix element that will always show

up 111/Q suppressed in DIS. And in fact, tile function g[~ is a well-known quantity;
‘VW(X)) where g~tv = gl + g~vw isit equals (upon neglecting quark masses) 3 g~

the \~al~dz~lra-\yilczcl{ part of the function ~~. The existing data on gT are (still)
‘t’tt’. This shows that part of the “twist-3” informationCOllSkkllt With ~T = ~~

(the dominant contribution in fact) can be obtained without suppression factors
of I/Q, l)y doing a less inclusive experiment, namely by observing a transverse

molllcntum. Of course the average transverse momentum is also a function of Q
and experimentally the observation of transverse momenta is more difficult, but the

‘v~~’) can enter Ivith different scalespoint remains that tile same information (e.g. g~

in different quantities.

54. Single spin asymmetry in e 11+ e’ ~+ .%”

Recent l}. the HI<IR!YIESCollaboration ‘~)reported a sin @asymmetry in the pro-
cess L17 –+ t‘ T+ .S. lvllcre tile target has a polarization along the electron beam
clirection and o (= @J) is the angle of the transverse momentum of the pion with

rf~spect to (1](1ltIl}foli s(altcrilig platle, cf. Fig. .5. me lneasu ml asymmetry 1 as an

al]alyzing poI\.Pr {~[” (). ()”2”2 + (). ()().5 + 0.003. Tile fact that the pion prefers to k,~ out-
t)f-~)la[lc in t 11~ii~}lliill(t[} (a sin c>(list riljllti(~n) is itldicati~c of a T-odd effect. The

;ts}nllllet r} can ill(lmxl I)P f~.x[~ress(:(l in tPrnls of a chira-(jdd. ‘1’-odd fragmen tatioll

I’litlclic)tl ivit II t l’iIll SI’ol’S() ]I)olllelllll[l] (Ic’[)(’11(1(’11(’f’, t IIe ( ‘ollilis effect fllnction H:. if

:1 fa[torizm] l)i~t IIrt’ Iili(’ iti I{ef. ‘)) is ahslllllwl:
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Iepton scatteringplane

Fig. 5. Kinematics of the sin@ asymmetry in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering.

One can easily project out the sin q5dependence from the cross section by weighted
integration. We define Apcp, = (W)pepp/(l)Oo with W = (lPTl I/zMm) sin d~r.

We will assume the asymmetry arises mainly from the dominant flavor, i.e. we
take into account only the contribution from u + n+. Furthermore, we will neglect

a term that is proportional to Mr/MP. We find the following expressions for the
relevant asymmetries:

.40~ cx A 2(2 – y)~~ ~ z h~(z) H:(l)(Z),
Q

(4.2)

AOT m ls~l (1 – y) hl(~) &)(Z), (43)

Where ~f(’) (z) = z’ fd’k~ k~/(2.M:) H:(2, k~).

The polarization of the target PP is in the lepton scattering plane and in fact
along the electron beanl direction, hence, it is a combination
on y = (P. q)/(P .1). IVe find

2 A!% AOL 2–yl%l=/~T * —–—
A .40 T–l–g

.~ striking feature is that the contribution from the target
virtual photon monlelltum also enters at subleading order in

relevant functions (hl and H:) are leading twist functions.
then finds

~ ~[< < AoL hL
—~~—.

h~ - Ao~ h~

of L and T, depelding

hL(.L’)

hl(.x) “
(44)

spin transverse to the

M/Q, even though the
For 0.2< g < 0.3 one
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Fig. 6. Bag model functions h!, h~ and h~w.

cc)ntribute M2/Q2 suppressed as one can

A in Eq. (4.4).

I I
00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 ().7 0.8

x

Fig. 7. Bag model ratio hL/hl.

see by interchanging the roie of IS:PI and

,.
The asymmetry ALO has also been measured and was found to be consistent

with zero, coinciding with the Wandzura-Wilczek expectation:

We conclude that the HERMES Collaboration might have obtained the first
experimental information on the functions hl and hL.
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